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ARGENTINE THREAT TO END MEAT 
SHIPMENTS 
So reads this headline. And this is the 
sort of thing we must expect on our present 
basis. For people can wait for screws and 
motor cars. They cannot wait for food. 
ENCLOSURES IN 1948 
We are accustomed to thinking of Enclos-
ures as belonging to the unhappy past, when 
the squire was hunting the peasant. 
The Sout/1 Wales Echo of sth January 
last, however, has a statutory legal notice that 
the Lord of the Manor of Senghenydd pre-
poses to enclose five acres of common land. 
The Lord of the Manor, whose name is coyly 
withheld, says that any objections should be 
addressed to the Minister of Agriculture. 
The Minister has taken such enormous 
powers in the Agricultural Act that the 
present notice is astonishin~. It will be inter-
esting to see whether the Lord of the Manor 
has caught the Min.ister of Agriculture bend-
ing, or whether the Minister has a rod in 
pickle for the Lord, or what. 
A BELATED FIGHT 
The following letter was sent by the 
Editor to the Daily Telegraph, a propos of a 
correspondence. It was not published . Poss-
ibly it cut too deep; possibly it did not attack 
t..~e right people. 
Dear Sir, 
I returned from the 1914-1918 war 
to find in full spate an attack on parental 
authority as such. That is, the cession to 
the line of least resistance was complete, 
whereas the only hope for the future was 
the re-creation and re-inforcement of par-
ental autiJOrity. 
I took part in a pitifully inadequate 
attempt to combat this philosophy of hostil-
ity to parental authority as such. The high 
spot of this hostility was the strong 
tendency to replace parents by experts, as 
in spanking, health, education, recreation 
and marriage. Even the strong parental 
instincts are not strong enough to stand 
alone against more than two generations of 
this oppression and contempt. 
We are now at the end of that road. 
Levi.rlators, Maeistrates-and the general 
public who tolerated fashion-have much 
to answer for. 
Yours faithfully, 
Harold Robbins. 
MEA MAXIMA COLPA? 
The following appeared in the Ministry 
of Agriculture Weekly News Service, No. 
428:-
"As for eelworm disease, so far there 
teems to be no short cut. To adhere rigidly 
to a sound rotat1'on of crops is the only 
practicable course to follow. This means 
that in some cases new land must 'be found 
on which to grow potatoes until the old 
land is thoroughly rested.'' 
BEGGING THE QUESTION 
This operation in illogic is in full force 
in these days. 
The Scientific Committee of the Guild 
of Agricultural Journalists (of which body 
the present Editor is a member) went through 
the motions recently of "hearing considered 
scientific opinions'' on the use of "purchased 
fertilisers," whatever that means. They ap-
proached the Agricultural Research Council 
(that well-known impartial body). This 
Council introduced to the Committee Sir 
Edward Salisbury of Kew, and Dr. W. G. 
Ogg, of Rothamsted. They were heard rever-
ently on largely irrelevant subjects such as 
erosion. The speakers appeared to have no 
doubt that chemical fertilisers were meant. 
The use of persons already known to be 
committed strongly to a particular view of the 
points in dispute, with no countervailing 
opinions, is far from being either scientific or 
fair . The whole proceeding must be judged 
inadequate, unfair and improper. It is yet 
another disedifying example of the methods 
necessary to buttress a dying svstem. Unless 
the Guild is very careful, it will be unable to 
claim any part in the revival of the English 
land. 
EUGENICS UP-TO-DATE 
As is well known, pigs have been bred 
and reared in this country for the last ei~rht 
years without any legs at all. It would be 
interesting to know what sort of duck-shoving 
goes on to dispose of the hams. Probably the 
bulk is wasted in school canteens, where diets 
are laid down by experts, not assessed by 
what the children will eat. This emphasis 
on what people ought to do, and not on what 
thev do do, is a feature of controls. We do 
well to bear it in mind. 
THE SOUL'S AWAKENING 
We understand that that well-known 
publicist, Father Gillis. in the Januarv issue 
of The Catholic World '(U.S.A.), has discuss-
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ed the responsibility of Catholic Bishops and 
Clergy for the spread of Communism. He 
concludes (the powerful understatement is 
ours) that their responsibility exists and is at 
least partial. 
This public discussion, in a quarter too 
important to be ignore?, is useful but belate? . 
It is not our own habtt to deplore past rots-
takes or worse, except that the lesson may be 
useful to the future. 
Many years ago, at about the time when 
the Land Movement started, it was a common 
,-- joke among the clergy of a great city in Eng-
land that you could always identify a Com-
munist procession, because its leaders always 
raised their hats when they passed a church. 
This disgraceful jest is characteristic of the 
deliberate neglect of Catholic and Papal social 
teaching by the Bishops and Clergy of thi s 
country. 
And not of this couotrv alone. It is also 
many years since M. Jacques Mar itain de-
plored the fact that the classic nineteenth 
century work on Das Kapital had not been 
written by a Catholic. The whole of that 
century is a desert where no Catholic theol-
ogian (we generalise) planted, or tended, or 
restored , the Catholic social garden. No one, 
that is, except Popes who were wilfully ignor-
ed, and Catholic laity who were as wilful! y 
jeered at for teaching sound doctrine. 
This is the dreadful background against 
which Communism has spread. 
The Catholic Social Teaching had only 
to be stated to make the spread of Commun-
ism impossible. 
We say once again that the alliance of 
Catholic authorities with the Right is w1·ong. 
The Church has her own doctrine, and Right 
and Left are irrelevant. At worst, an open 
enemy is always better than a treacherous 
friend. 
THE WI TER OF OUR 
DISCONTENT 
The Tablet of 24th January has an article 
by Mr. Christopher Hollis, M.P., whicb 
purports to be on "The Cause and Remedy 
of Discontent." Actually, it is a somewhat 
absurd special pleading for the recent history 
of the Conservative Party. We are sorry to 
see either Mr. Hollis or the Editor descend 
to it, but it must not detain us now. 
Distributism as a remedy is dismissed in 
a paragraph. Mass Production is defended. 
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as many ill-informed writers defend it, 
because it turns out such a lot of stuff at the 
only visible point. The high incidence of 
attendant jobs and the increasing difficulty 
with which raw material is got to that 
decisive point, are not mentioned, nor is the 
enormous fact that for these and other reasons 
Industrialism is visibly collapsing. 
We are to support, according to Mr. 
Hollis and Mr. Woodruff, the less sound 
forms of Guild Socialism (Penty is not men-
tioned). 
Now there is a perfectly sound practical 
case against Mass Production and in favour 
of Distributism. But the serious thing is 
that you could read this article through with-
out suspecting that the Church had any social 
teaching at all. As we have asked already, 
Are we Catholics or Congregationalists? If 
the Church says that property is a natural 
right, then that is the point to start from. 
We arrive necessarily at Distributism. 
The Tablet says that this winter of our 
discontent is to be made summer by the 
glorious sun of-Cole. Dear, dear, dear. 
PUBLIC UNINTELLIGENCE 
We have remarked previously on the 
alarming lack of intelligence in public life. 
On 9th February, Mr. Aneurin Bevan, Min-
ister of Health, is said by the Press to have 
used these words-
/ regard it is inconsistent with a civilis-
ed community for patients to be bought 
and sold over thei1· own heads. 
The universal and devastating force of 
this principle has not been commented on to 
our knowledge. 
The sale and purchase of "goodwill" is 
common in all professions, crafts and busi-
nesses, irrespective entirely of whether the 
clients, customers or patients respond or not. 
Mr. Bevan now lays it down that this general 
practice is inconsistent with civilisation. 
Either he was talking through his hat, or he 
was expressing the conviction of the Govern-
ment. If the latter, it is the Government's 
intention to make illegal a practice in general 
use. Goodwill is a feature everywhere. 
The price of liberty is eternal vigilance. 
But a lot of professions and people are wait-
ing to be hit on the head themselves, before 
they see the red light. 
VERA TACEN.DA 
By K. L. 
pRI_Y ATE opinion and private con versa-
. t10n are ?ecoming increasingly burdened 
wtth a consciOusness of truths which are 
nowhere allowed any kind of public utter-
~nce.. Everyone knows (and everyone sayi so 
m pnvate conversation) that the recent raising 
of the school age was a profound mistake, 
but no-one, of any political party or creed, is 
al lowed to say so. Everyone knows that the 
reason why we cannot get labour for agricul-
tural work and the heavy industries is that 
we have too much "education," but no-one 
is allowed to say so. Everyone knows that 
the necessities of life are rapidly disappearing 
from the surface of the earth, like petrol 
evaporating from a saucer, but no-one is 
allowed to say so in public. Everyone knows 
that the various Utopian schemes of social 
reform and social services that are being daily 
proposed are exactly like sai lors hoisting the 
sails of a sinking ship, but no-one is allowed 
to say so in public. 
At a University Extension lecture to an 
audience of adults the other evening, the 
lecturer, an expert sociologist, described the 
corrosive effect of industrialism on the healthy 
primitive native culture of a small nation. 
One of the oldest and most respected mem-
bers of the audience got up and made the fol-
lowing brief speech : "I am not a Catholic, 
an d not likely to become one; for one thing 
I am too old. I was brought up in the strictly 
scientific tradition. I was trained to believe 
that the coming of scientific discovery and in-
vention was going to bring a new heaven and 
a new earth. I was taught that all this began 
with the victory of Galileo over the Pope in 
or about the year 1636. This, I was taught, 
was the beginning of all the modern enlight-
enment. I am now beginning to think that 
all this was wrong. I am beginning to think 
that it would have been much better for the 
world if, in stead of Galileo conquering the 
Pope, the Pope had conquered Galileo. We 
might then have had in existence an institu-
tion which might have regulated the flow of 
scientific knowledge for public consumption." 
ot a single voice was raised in protest in 
that overwhelmingly Protestant audience. 
Even the lecturer himself said not a word. 
Wh y? Because everyone there knew perfect-
KENRICK 
ly well that this was one of those truths that 
must not be allowed public utterance, 
although in private no-one would ever dream 
of denying them. 
"But how are we to go back? I for one 
am quite ready to go back. But how is it to 
be done?" was the burden of the private con-
versation among the members of the audience 
after the lecture was over. There is no need 
to "go back" in that sense. All that we have 
to do is to repeat the form ula, "The corning 
of science has been the greatest curse to man-
kind" with the same pertinacity with which 
we have been repeatino- the fo rmula "The 
coming of science has b~en the greatest bless-
ing to mankind," and the deed is done. The 
slogan is not a modern invention; it is as old 
as the race. The battle of the Nicene Creed 
was a battle of slogans. 
It is not a question of slogan or no slogan. 
The question is "What's your slogan?" Are 
you for the word "blessing" or for the word 
"curse"? Are you going to persist in calling 
the aeroplane a " blessing," or are lou not? 
~lrea?y ~e phrase "the blessings o science" 
1s begmmng to lose somethino- of its old verve 
in the speeches of the perky byoung scientists 
who broadcast. Already in private the 
phrase does not get quite the same sparkling 
welcome that it used to get. Instead of a 
twinkle in the eyes of those who hear it, it 
now meets with a suspicious red glow. People 
are beginning to realise that we cannot have 
aeroplanes and peace together in the same 
world. We shall not have to wait long before 
there will be more than a few voices saying 
that the Protestant Reformation was all a 
mistake. 
A SPECIAL NOTE 
The Editor has decided to print in this 
quarterly, in several parts, his book The Last 
of the Realists: G. K. Chesterton and H is 
Work . 
His reasons, an d the first instalment, 
appea r on another page. 
As it is uncertain whether there will be 
any publication in book form in our time, the 
Editor ventures to suggest that subscribers 
keep their copies carefully pending comple-
tion. 
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POPE ON 
--,J,.. , 
Translated by W AL T~R SHEWRI TG_ " . " 
Letter of Pope Pius XII for the 24th se~szon of the Cana~zan_ Soetal Weeks, 
held at Rimouski. Addressed to the Preszdent of the organzsatzon, Father Joseph 
Archambauld, S.f. 
THE subject to be discussed at ~imou~ki course, the patient majest~ of its sea~o~al 
is one of very real importance m which rhythms, are so many reflec~ons of the divme 
we cannot but take a vivid and fatherly inter- attnbutes. 0 for:un~tos nzmzum-oh more 
est. "Life on the land" is a matter deserving than happ~1 happ1er I_ndeed and nobler th~ 
special concern an? considerati_o?,. though too the Joct o old conceived, this race ot peas-
often our sociologists and polmCians tend to ants w 10 rou e ver con 1t10ns o eir 
turn their minds instead to the problems II e can so eas y ra1se emse ves to ~ 
raised by the concentrations of large-scale Almighty Maker of heaven and earth! 
industry. These latter proble~s have indeed But your interest will also be engaged by 
an urgenc;: a~d acuteness which we are far the economic and technical side of the prob-
from questwnmg, but haec oportuzt facere et lem of the land, in so far as it touches the 
illa non omittere, it was right to heed the one, common good and social justice. You will 
wrong not to _heed the other (~att._ 23: _23). be considering-and rightly so-improve-
Hence we ~ehe~e that the soc1al discussiOns ments in peasant life through rational organ-
at Rimouski will do good and useful work isation-both of farming methods, so that 
by pres~nti?g the fundamental_ preble~ of 0e more may be produced, and of selling 
land with Its nghtful emphasis and m all Its methods, so that a fair profit may be made. 
actuality. . . . In this time of all but world-wide scarcity it 
There can be no d~s UISill iliat one cause is not a matte r of indifference that a higher 
of ~e un alance and m eed e ener..al con- yield from the land, an increased output of 
fusiOn at as overt en e soc1a econom farm produce should help to ease the burdens 
o t e wor an WI 1t our CIVI Isatwn and now lying so heavy on whole continents 
culture as a whole-one cause IS undoubtefu brought to distress by our late calamities. It 
the lamentable distaste1 If not the contemQt, is no less needful to set going social activities 
felt for life. on the land and its many-sided that will watch over the rightful interests, the 
and essential activities. Yet history surely material and moral progress, the security and 
teaches us-in particular by the fall of the the future of ilie peasant class. This should 
Roman Empire-to see in such an attitude help not merely to stem the pernicious flight 
the herald of a civilisation's decline. And it from ilie countryside, but to m ake all who 
is significant that we hear sent up from the work on the land better aware of thei r fu nc-
heavily industrialised regions an appeal that tion , prouder of the dignity of their life and 
sounds like a cry of distress-an appeal to the mission and ilie grandeur and holiness of 
countryside for the bringing up of a peasant their task. 
population that shall be healthy, strong, 
deeply and intelligently Christian , acting as 
an impenetrable barrier against which the 
rising flood of physical and moral degeneracy 
will spend itself in vain. 
Your first concern, of course, will be with 
the moral and religious side of the question. 
And one cannot repeat too often that work 
on the land makes naturally for well-bein,g 
both physioal and moral. Nothing so invig-
orates body and soul as this healthful contact 
with nature-nature fresh from the hands of 
the Creator. There is no deception about the 
land; it is innocent of the whims, the false 
glamour, the feverish and meretricious lure 
of predatory towns (villes tentaculaires). The 
stability of the land, its steadv well-ordered 
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Those who attend Rimouski under the 
enlightened auspices of your Archbishop will 
doubtless find in such things as these suffi-
cient scope for ilieir good sense and good will. 
Canada as a whole-a country where, God 
be praised, love of ilie soil is every;vhere held 
in honour, we know-will not fail to echo 
such timely lesso.ns . . That they may bear 
rich fruit to the benefit of the whole world, 
we link with yourself your colleagues of the 
Canadian Social Weeks and the planners, 
lecturers and listeners of this session, and in 
pledge of Heaven's choicest favours send you 
the Apostolic Blessing. 
-Castel Gandolfo, 31 August. 1947· 
Pius Pp. XII. 
II 
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THE POPE TO THE CRAF1'SMEN 
(Discourse of 21st October, 1947) 
Translated by WALTER SHE WRING 
D EAR sons and daughters: From all over under the guidance of the head man-the 
Italy you Christian representatives of "master of his trade"-work harmoniously 
the _crafts have met in Rome for your first together to make ~e desir~~ 0ing. Crafts-~ c;o<t~ t 
Nat10nal Congress. As you gailier before us men, ilien, are a pcked mihtJa also for the · )"1 ~o.-<.e 
here we sincerely bid you welcome. safeguardmg of soc1al peace and for the 
In the last half-century, through force of renewal and prosperity of the national 
ci rcumstances, the Church's social action has economy. . ... 
been chiefly though not wholly directed to- . But a~ Wit~ all other works of CIVllJsa-
wards industrial workers, but this does not non, so with t~Is-the craftsman cl~ss cannot 
mean that the Church has lost anything of perform 1ts soc1al a?d cultural f~~ctlon unl~ss 
the interest and affection she has always felt It IS permeated still by ilie spmt of Chnst. 
for the small craftsman. The Cross must never be taken _down from 
For this iliere are in the first place his-
torical reasons; in ilie social order of times 
past, craftsmen and tl1eir guilds had a most 
beneficial function which lasted for centuries 
and included activities directly touching the 
Church . These guilds indeed were religious 
brotherhoods too, and performed tasks which 
are now the special concern of Cailiolic organ-
isations. 
But relations between ilie Church and 
the small craftsman-as betw~en the Church 
and the small farmer-go dee er than tfiis 
and are more fundamentaT. e Churc_!:t 
wants some limit set to the dwarfi;;Qr man 
1imse in t ese days roug e emergence 
and dominance of ilie machine and ilie con-
ti nued expansion of large-scale industry. 
Among small craftsmen, personal work, till 
now at least, has kept its full value. The 
craftsman transforms his raw material and 
carries through the whole of a ~or_k; to th~t 
work he is closely linked, and Ill 1t iliere 1s 
an ample field for his technical sk_ill, his 
artistic capabilities, his good taste, his deft-
ness and delicacy of touch in making iliings 
that, from his point of view, are g:eatly sup-
erior to impersonal and standardised mass-
produced things. And ilierefore small crafts-
men as a class are, one may say, a icked 
your homes and workshops-It must be 
visible there as the sign of an ever-living faith 
and a holy fear of God. This faiili, this fear 
must g uide and direct your ilioughts, words 
and deeds. Do not fail to have prayers to-
gether in your shop or working place, giving 
always thanks for all things t-o God and the 
Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ 
(Eph. 5: 2o). 
Dear sons and daughters, there are two 
heartfelt wishes we foster on your behalf. For 
a century and more, small craftsmen have had 
to struggle for their existence against power-
ful and invasive big industry, but they have 
shown staying-power and vigorous life. Even 
in the most industrialised parts, where grea t 
factories are thickest, craftsmen in the last 
decades have regained ground and m ay look 
to the future with auspicious assurance. 
You are fighting now for the Christian 
character of your association. Should that 
character be lost, it would mean ilie quench-
ing-and the powerlessness in national life-
of ilie strong religious and moral forces th at 
naturally belong to the class of Christian 
craftsmen. ever lose from sight how im-~ 
portant and significant your activities are, and 
<lCt with prudence indeed but also with firm-
ness and pride and Christian courage. 
~!I f) 1 m1 1t1a e en mg l....iu.":'"c~~~ of the workman. e Igm y an persona Ity In pledge of the superabundant g r:1ce of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is over all things, God, blessed for ev~r (Rom. 9: '5) and who 
followed himself a craftsman's trade; in token 
of the protection of you r heavenly patron, St. 
Joseph, and the motherly love of Marv his 
pure spouse: we freely bestow ou r blessi ng 
1s Pope and Father on yourselves, vour 
fa milies, and you r Association. 
• I) ' '":P" I~ . Again, iliere is iliat unnatural struggle 
l. .?~vs""'-"-1' f between employers and employ~d-how ?itter 
it often is l From such strife as iliis ilie 
craftsman class has generally been kept free. 
Their small workshops very often retain a 
fa mily character . Workmen and apprentice~ , 
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ORDER OF BATTLE: XXXIII· 
FAT LANDS 
I N the old days, the people of these islands 
were fed very well. Not even the econo-
mists have been bare-faced enough to deny 
that, although they have done their best by 
talking about "rude plenty." 
In those days, which extended to the 
distant memory of men still living-in those 
days, that is, when artificial fertilis~rs and 
large mechanised holdings were ahke un-
known, people were fed ~uch better than 
they are at present. In parttcular, they were 
supplied with much more fat from our own 
land. 
We can see the modernists licking their 
chops, and waiting for a chance to say that 
in those days the population was smaller. But 
this will not do, for farmers would not 
produce more grain and greens and roots than 
the population required, yet the amount of 
fat per head was much higher than at present. 
It is not a question of extent, but of 
balance. In those days of real farming, 
farmers would have been ashamed not to 
produce more livestock to the acre-that live-
stock fatter-and not to have their acres richer 
than they are now. From one point of view, 
the inclusion of adequate fat in farm produce 
is the only evidence of good farming. 
It was a well-known jibe that when a 
Leicestershire farmer wanted to grease his 
boots, he walked through his pasture fields. 
When the old housewife wanted more 
fat than was yielded by the ample dripping 
which came from the cooking joints (what 
is dripping?), she drew some from her stores 
of lard, or of goose or hen fat. 
Generally, when one envied a holder or 
occupier of lands, one said he had Fat Lands. 
The phrase, like most old phrases, was literal. 
The lands were fat, and they yielded fat 
because farmers took it for granted that for 
balanced farming a lot of livestock was nec-
essary. 
All that has changed. Whatever the 
virtues of large mechanised farms and devil 's 
dust may be, they do not produce fat. And 
fat on imported me2t is a contradiction in 
terms. 
Many years ago, when H. G. Wells was 
trying to make our flesh creep, he said that 
many in these is'ands would starve, and that 
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civilisation would disappear, if the supply of 
tropical fats failed. 
Probably this idea, like most of his half-
baked ideas, was given him by some bright 
members of The London School of Econom-
zcs. 
The idea that European civilisation de-
pended on tropical fats was quite new and 
quite wrong. What had really happened was 
that finance had m ade it impossible for farm-
ers here to go on rearing livestock on the old 
scale and in the old way. 
The process has continued. Faced with 
the breakdown of modern methods of farm-
ing, our urban government continued the 
brutal and unintelligent process. The short-
age of fats, it was announced twelve months 
ago, was to be made good by the exploitation 
of a fantastic acreage in Africa for the pro-
duction of ground nuts-monkey nuts to you. 
It was not suggested that any rotation of 
crops or main tenance of livestock were envis-
aged . From the first, it was clear to informed 
observers that this proposal was not only 
wrong but wrong-headed. It will fail in a 
spectacular manner in due course. We have 
s::~id nothing about it until now, hoping that 
after all sanity would prevail . Happily, we 
have more than general principles to guide us. 
In Soil and Health for Winter, 1947, is 
an important article by Captain J. M. 
Mowbray, O.B.E. It is entitled An Informed 
Criticism of the Imperial Ground Nut 
Scheme. The writer has been farming and 
growing ground nuts in Rhodesia for many 
years. Of the scheme he says (p. 227): "I 
should not care to embark on it." 
But of the main proposal he says: "ONE 
OF THE FACTS THAT HAS BEEN 
ESTABLISHED AND CONFIRMED BY 
GROWERS IN GENERAL IS THAT 
THE CROP GIVES LITTLE, IF ANY, 
RESPONSE TO ARTIFICIAL FERTIL-
ISERS. THIS CROP IS NOT OFTEN 
SEE ON NEW LAND, AND ALMOST 
NEVER DOES ONE CROP OF 
GROU D NUTS FOLLOW ANOTHER" 
(p. 226). 
We have put this passage in capitals, 
because it is such a complete exposure of the 
incompetent and wrong-headed principle on 
which the Government project is based. But 
it is not yet necessary to despair of the state. 
There is only one way of providing-
safely and conveniently-for the fats we re-
quire so badly. That is, to encourage, im-
mediately and largely, the restoration of 
small mixed farming in this country. Only 
large quantities of livestock can give us the 
fats we want, and only small mixed farms 
can give us that livestock. 
("Oil" crops, such as the Soya bean, are 
known to take so much out of the soil that 
fertility cannot be maintained). 
We warn the Government that here and 
now is their last chance. The process is safe 
SIR ALBERT 
and sure, but it cartnot be itnpr'ovised in five 
minutes. The Minister is still talking, as in 
his Taunton speech in January, of crops OR 
livestock. He should be pressing for crops 
AND livestock. 
To be sure, it means scrapping, not only 
the more obviously interested opinions such 
as those of the sellers of artificial manures 
and of machinery-but the less obvious such 
as the Ministry of Agriculture, its chosen 
experts, The Economist, and so on. 
But what of that? This Government 
claims to scrap antiquated ideas as may be 
necessary. The boast may now be proved. 
Here is its supreme and last chance. 
HOWARD 
A TRIBUTE FROM A PRIEST 
I WAS awfully sorry to hear of Sir Albert 
Howard's death, and have commenced to 
include him in my growing list at the 
Memento in the Mass. I have been wonder-
ing since what he thinks about this unexpect-
ed help coming to him just when he most 
needs it. 
I always admired him, not only for his 
patient altruism, but his not less evident good 
nature, exemplified particularly by his un-
ruffled and patient reiteration of his basic 
principle-all must be returned to the soil, 
all! Moreover, one could not help observing 
that in all controversies conducted in print, 
any bitterness or unmannerliness alw.ays 
came from his opponents, never from htm. 
He remained the informed, confident, dis-
passionate, urbane professor. Implanting the 
idea was for him more important than de-
fending himself against a personal affront or 
an insulting remark. The "cause" was of 
greater account than his own personal feel-
ings. The restraint was admirable and the 
motive clear, nevertheless I always felt that 
behind it all was not only self-discipline, but 
a solid substratum of Christian humility and 
charity. I cannot believe .that mere dev_otion 
to a life interest was suffiCient to keep htm so 
consistently equable in the heat of argument, 
and so considerate to his opponents. 
Whether or not there is anyone capable 
of carrying on the campaign I do not know, 
but I do know it will be difficult to find a 
successor who can break down the enemy's 
defences without seriously wounding the de-
fenders. 
In any case, it is good to know there are 
in places like S. Africa, New Zealand, 
America and India, responsible people con-
verted, competent and willing to carr~ out 
pr~ctical schemes for the return of all restdu~s 
to the soil, and as they surmount the technt-
cal difficulties and the benefits to both town 
and country become apparent, their example 
will be followed. 
REVIEW 
Catholic Youth : Published monthly by 
the Catholic Youth Council of the Arch-
diocese of Birmingham : sixpence. (Busi-
ness Manager, Rev. D. Hickling, 275 
Wellington Road, Birmingham 20). 
We welcome this admirable and success-
ful effort to provide a monthly of real day-
light value for Catholic You0. . 
Its January issue, for mstance, con tams 
besides many news items, articles on the fol-
lowing: Thoughts on Leadership; The ~rt 
of Writing; A Memory of Summer; Wtld 
Boar. 
The first-named says: "Work, for a 
great manl of our Y?ung _reop~e, has become 
a series o automattc actwns m the accom-
plishment of a minute part in a big job." 
The two last articles are especially vivid 
accounts of things really experienced. Alto-
gether, a very refreshing foretaste of things 
to come. 
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THE LAST OF THE REALISTS 
G. K. CHESTERTON AND HIS WORK 
By HAROLD ROBBINS . 
Author of An Examination of Eugenics, The Sun of fustzce, etc. 
25th January to 14th February, ,1946 . 
These Memoires pour Servir, which it seems important to put on record now, were wntten 
early in 1946. The interval between then and now has procured (understandably) thetr 
rejection by several Cockney publishers .. More recently, the Paper Controller ha~ refused 
an allocation of paper for thea· publicatlOn m book form. The author has dectded that 
publication in instalments here is better than the total suppress10n of thiS contnbution 
to recent social history, with all the disadvantages of this method. 
All rights are reserved to the author 
It Is always easy to let the age have its head; 
the difficult thing is to keep one's own. 
-<Orthodoxy). 
• • • 
'I'he Orthodox Church was never respectable. 
-<Orthodoxy). 
• • 
And irony that glares like Judgment Day 
Sees men accumulate and wealth decay. 
-(The Judgment of England). 
• • • 
And they that rule in England 
In stately conclave met, 
Alas, alas for England 
They have no graves as yet. 
-(Elegy in a Country Churchyard). 
DEDICATION 
To 
K. L. KENRICK 
In Love and Remembrance 
And 
To the Great Company of Tillers 
In a Field Full <Yf Folk 
AUTHOR'S NOTE 
I think it necessary to say, in a position 
more emphatic than that of the text, that in 
writing these recollections I have hact in mind 
only two ends. 
It is necessary to furnish for the Biographer 
of the future such facts as are Jacking, to correct 
the emphasis for the final life of this great man. 
And it is necessary to say something to 
afford to younger men the chance of under-
standing the first great but unsuccessful offen-CONTENTS sive, and of seeing the sole real alternative to 
Chapter the variants of industrial communism which are 
1.-The Reason for this Book. now upon us. 
2.-The Prophet and the Lunatics. I have tried throughout to say no more than 
3.-The Man. must be said for the record, and not to mention 
4.-The Man's Work. names in mere criticism. Much less than the 
5.-The Foundation Distributlsts. total material has been used, because examples 
6.-The Papers and the Leagues. are better when not repeated, 
7.-The Catholic Land Movement. My thanks are due to the literary executrix 
8.-The Great Deferment. O'f the late G. K. Chesterton for her kind per-
!J.-His Place Among the Prophets. mission to quote from The Outline of Sanity 
• • and Collected Poems: to Messrs. Methuen & Co. 
Appendix A.- The Birmingham Scheme. Ltd., for permission to quote from the former 
Appendix B.-A Note on the Marconi case. work, and to Messrs. Bums, Oates & Washbourne 
Appendix C.-The Holy See and Distributism. Ltd., for permission to quote from the latter. 
Chapter 1 
THE REASON FOR THIS BOOK 
"Not presume to dictate (1 have 
G ILBERT Keith Chesterton was born on 29th X May, 1874. He died full of works if not of 
years on 14th June. 1936. His life thus covered 
the final rise, the period of rule. and the begin-
ning of the decline of capitalist industrialism 
which he spent his life attacking and discredit-
ing. He did both with incomparable power, and 
equally incomparable goOd temper. We may say, 
with all reverence, that he also was set for the 
rise and fall of many in England, and for a sign 
that should be contradicted. 
In 1944 was published Gilbert Keith Chester-
ton, by Maisie Ward (Mrs. F. J . Sheed)• . 
• Sheed & Ward : all references here are shown 
to the Life. and are to the reprinting of the 
second edition in 1945. 
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all Jingle's delicacy) l1ut . . 
-G. B. Shaw to G. K. Chesterton In 1923 
Mrs. Sheect had been commissioned to per-
form this grateful but onerous task by Chester-
ton's widow prior to her death in 1938. We 
cannot be too grateful to Mrs. Sheed for the mass 
of material collected into this work. 
No lover of the great figure can afford to be 
without it. In particular she has collected a 
great mass of personal recollection Of Chester 
ton's childhoOd and youth which otherwise would 
have been lost beyond retrieving. She has also 
had access to, and has used freely, the vast 
correspondence by and to him. The person O'f 
Chesterton walks through these pages in his 
habit as he lived: making no enemy, but many 
friends among the most distinguished figures of 
his time. In these respects it must be almost a 
un!que record. That H. G. Wells should write 
to him with such atlection when in all public 
respects they led opposing armies : that Bernard 
Shaw (Our Greatest Enemy, as G.K. called him 
with such affection) should beg him repeatedly 
to write plays-this is very much, and there is 
much more of that kind. 
But it remains true that no one book, and 
no one present mmd, can exhaust a subject like 
this. As in the delicious cartoon of Mr. Thomrus 
Derrick, Chesterton will overlap any stool pro-
vided for him. In particular I think it certa.in 
U1at when the dust of present conflicts has 
subsided, some great mind will attempt, and 
perhaps aclueve, a definite Life. I know of no 
living mind great enough tor the task, but 
almost certainly he will arise, perhaps in half a 
century. wnere necessary, I 1~fer to .this dim 
figure as The Biographer. Certamly 1t lS beyond 
doubt that both Chesterton and what he stood 
for will grow in stature so as to make necessary 
such a further and final analysis. 
I remember, many years ago, Mr. Theodore 
Maynard had a series of article&, in a monthly 
publication• on the future reputat10ns of Belloc 
and Chesterton. He took the view that Belloc 
would Jive longer and more strongly because. he 
stated his cases in terms of permanent valtdttY.: 
Chesterton on the other hand, he said. out r:-·£ 
humility and a passionate desire for immediate 
action and elfet:t, t-elied so much on contempor-
ary illustration and allusion as to be mcompre-
hensible to future ages. Be it far from me to 
attempt a preference between these gr"eat men, 
but it has always amused me to reflect that in a 
hundred years University grad~ates may be 
achieving their doctorate by analysmg the events 
of the earlier twentieth century from Chester-
ton's passing references. They may well date 
the decline of COmbines from. Chesterton'·s 
passing allusions to .one Alfred Montz Mond, and 
reconstruct our not10ns on adverttsmg from his 
remarks on the clever advertiser who called him-
self Callisthenes. 
However that may be, the budding Doctor of 
2050 will need Mrs. Sheed's book very badly. 
But I hope she, and my readers,. will not mis-
understand me when I say he Wlll neect more. 
Chesterton overlaps in more places than Mrs. 
Sheed is aware of. . 
Let me disclaim at once any intent10n of 
correcting Mrs. sheed in any personal :espect. 
These pages are, apart from relati.ve~y ummport-
ant points, concerned with ampltfymg a fi~ll!e 
which many would say is ample enough as 1t 1s. 
Since, however, I must make m~ own reaso~s 
clear. let me say the awkward thing and get 1t 
over with. . w'h ' h There seem to be two respects m 1c a 
man so unimportant as my~lf m~y f~l bound 
to speak while memory remains Wlth hilll. The 
first is that Mrs. Sheed approached Ch~sterton . 
and approached her task, through domest1c chan-
nels Her friendship with Mrs. Chesterton con-
ferred on her an undoubted intimacy, and a 
privilef5e of approach and information on that 
side of his life. I shall have occas10n, later. to 
point out that Mrs. Chesterton was (by what 
Chesterton would himself have ~alled a powerful 
understatement) not sympathetic to what Ches-
terton valued most in all his work. To her, 
Distributism was doubtfully respectable, and 
certainly a nuisanoe. This conviction she n~ver 
troubled to hide, and never reframed from 
• The catholic world. U.S.A. I think in 1914. 
seeking to put into elfect. Trus <:W>tast.ei~ 1act 
I shall deal with as briefiy as posstble m its 
place. I say fact, because it was familiar to all 
who tried to carry out the social convictions dear 
to Chesterton. But I cannot help suspecting 
from internal and external evidence that these 
convictions in Mrs. Chesterton, obtruded over 
many years, have not been without subconsc10us 
effect on Mrs. Sheed. 
It is always doubtful, and never more than 
in this case whether a domestic approach is 
either correct or sufficient for the discussion of a 
man whose mind is significant outside it. No 
man is a hero to his wife. As Chesterton himself 
pointed out so often that the reference must 
have some personal validity, no woman pays her 
man the compliment of listening to what he says. 
As most married men will agree, wives tend 
to treat their husbands as though they were aged 
about five. Out of defei-ence to the presence of 
any guest, the man is treated as haviJ?-g attained 
the age of reason, but only just. This engagmg 
domestic trait is not without lts value, or 1ts 
salutary eff-ect on our souls, but it is not the best 
possible way of 2J)preciating a mind unsurpassed 
in its time, and in its masculine debate. 
I think it beyond doubt that if the only 
Authority recognised by Chesterton had told him 
he could see established in these islands the 
outline of Sanity, on the sole condition that he 
consigned to the flames all else he had written: 
I say if Authority had done this, Chesterton 
would have built a bonfire in his garden Without 
delay, and his gargantuan chuckle would have 
demonstrated with what joy he did it. Man, and 
the happiness of man, always came first with 
him. 
Secondly I note with regret that Mrs. 
Sheed did not delegate the chapters on social 
justice and Distributism -as she did that on the 
Marconi Case. She is not to be blamed for her 
very superficial treatment of both. Neither her 
name nor her husband's was ever mentioned in 
connection with Paper and League activities. 
and a hasty perusal of such matters as. reached 
the "League Page" is no sufficient substitute for 
~ knowledge of the facts to be gleaned elsewhere. 
She says, for example (Life, p. 247): "I fear 
these three chapters may loom a little unmvit-
ingly. If they [readers] are tempted to skip 
them altogether I shall not blame them." It is 
true that she adds: "Yet they will miss a great 
deal that is vital for the understanding of hiS 
whole mind." But the fact that she can even 
suggest skipping Dlstributism is proof of her 
conviction that these things were not essential. 
The word uninvitingly is also a powerful under-
statement. 
A further assumption must be pointed out. 
I think she has assumed too lightly that things 
happen in London : and that things . do not 
happen outside London. Both assumpt10ns are 
incorrect. She does Chesterton, and she does 
us, a greater injustice than she knows :when she 
suggests by her treatment .that the Dtstnbu~ist 
effort, with all its shortcommgs, was not of high 
significance. . . . 
Chesterton's political and soc1al conv1ct10ns 
were of the very stuff of his mind. We who not 
only loved, but followed and revered him, cannot 
have his influence on other parts of the world 
maximised. and his work here minimised. To 
suggest that a mind of this calibre had pra<:ttc-
ally nothing to show by way of action lS not JUSt 
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to him, nor is it in accord with the facts. To 
suggest that the many men and women who 
accepted him for a leader did nothing either, is 
unjust to them too, and also is not in accord 
with the facts. 
The following pages contain all I can recall 
usefully about the man and his work. But 
chiefly they must serve for the behoof of the 
Biographer to indicate the real solidity· of the 
work attempted and achieved. As also the 
strength of the dark gods who imposed, a'fter 
his death, the great deferment. 
It remains for me to indicate here what are 
my qualificatiops for the task. 
Before the first World War I was too young 
to do more than admire from a distance the 
Eye Witness, the New Witness and their group. 
My contribution was confined to getting one or 
two articles and verses rejected by those 
weeklies: a snub which, on my coming across 
the contributions recently, has my entire agree-
ment. 
From 1914 to 1918 I was otherwise engaged. 
I remember writing to Chesoorton in Dec-
ember, 1918, on the death of his brother, to say 
that what could not now be done by one great 
man could perhaps be done by a lot of small 
ones, and I offered my poor sword in that cap-
acity. Such as it is, it has not since been 
sheathed. 
Thereafter I was a contributor to the New 
Witness and G.K.'s Weekly. I was Chairman of 
the Birmingham branch of the New Witness 
League, from its establishmen t in 1918 unt il the 
Headquarters of that League died from in anit ion 
early in 1921. Actually, I think the Branch :sur-
vived the Trunk for over a year. I was Chairm2.D. 
of tbe same branch ctf the League, called later 
the Distributist League, from its beginning in 
1926 until 1933. From time to t ime I found my-
self in a small minority on the Headquarters 
Execut ive Committee. I was chiefly instrumental 
in founding tbe Midlands Cath olic Land Associa 
t ion, and was its Hon . Secretary throughout its 
active career from 1931 to 1936. I have been 
Editor of The Cross and the Plough from its 
origin in 1934 until now. And I have kept the 
essential records. 
These are small things, to be sure. They 
have afforded me the information and the right 
to give some outline of the Distributist Chester-
ton and his work. 
I may conclude this preamble by adding 
that names will not be mentioned u nless there 
is a point for the Biographer. 
Dust settles with t ime- the road remains. 
It is to justify my colleagues and to show Lhat 
the road m ust be t rodden again, that I have 
ventured to write the pages which follow. A 
certain delay in the writing of this record has 




PROPHET AND THE LUNATICS 
"In one ~ense, of course, Cobbett has never never been neglected. He has only been 
admired m the way l~e w~ld have spectally hated to be admired. H e who was ful l of 
htS sub1ect has been valued only for his style." 
B EFORE we proceed to the main subject of this record, it seems desira ble to consider 
the sort ctf world in which Chesterton lived and 
moved and had his being. Unl~s we are clear 
about how serious even his jokes could be, how 
much he saw, and how definitely and well he saw 
it. we shall be unable to appreciate either the 
lunacy of his reception, or what we have lost by 
that lunacy. 
Chesterton had all the essential attributes 
of the historian, the poet, the philosopher and 
the tribune. His Short History ot England does 
not contain a date, but it contains a quality 
which many a historia.n would give his ears to 
hav·e. He had indeed a power of rapid and just 
generalisation which is beyond dispute, and 
which the historian may well strive to copy. 
He showed this quality at all times. There is, 
for example, this astonishing quotation from 
Lepanto: 
The cold queen of England is looking in the 
glass: 
The shadow of the Valois is yawning at the 
Mass. 
From evening isles fantastical rings faint the 
Spanish gun, 
And the Lord upon the Golden Horn is laugh. 
ing in the sun. 
Could there be any more accurate picture in 
four lines of sixteenth century Europe? With a 
few words changed, could there be any more 
accurate picture of to-day? 
He was the poet who said: 
When the usurer hunts the squire as the 
sq1tire has hunted the peasant: 
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- (G. K. Chesterton : William Cobbett . p . 4l. 
As sheep that are eaoon of worms where men 
were eaten of sheep ; 
Now is the judgment of ea1th, and the weigh. 
mg O'f past and present, 
Who ~corn to weep over ruins, behold your 
r um and weep. 
- (Mediaevalism l. 
He was the ph ilosopher who said: "The 
pract ical tendency of all trade and business 
to day is towards big commercial combinations 
often more imperial. more impersonal more 
interna tional than many a communist c~mmon­
wealth" <Outline of Sani ty, p. 4). 
He was.,the tribune who sald. over t wenty 
years ago: They have no reason whatever for 
believing tha t there will be a revival of trade 
except that their great-grandfathers would have 
found it impossible to believe in a decline of 
t rade . . They have no conceivable gr ound for 
supposmg that we sha.n grow r icher, except that 
our ancestors never prepared us for the prospect 
of growing poorer" (Outline of Sanity. p. 312). 
But, above all, he was the Prophet who 
wrote : "One of th~e powers is State Socialism 
and the othe r is Big Business. They are already 
one spirit: they will soon be one body For 
disbelieving in division, they cannot remai~ 
divided; believin~ o~ly in c_ombination. they will 
themselves combme' (Outlme of Sanity , p. 216l. 
. All these have come true. but the world 
w~uch heard him laughed. Not es he laughed. 
m t h .the great know.'edge of a world misused. 
but t <le laugh ter wh1ch is as the c::ackling of 
thorns under the pot. 
As a poet said when Chesterton died the 
could not see the blacksmith !or the sparJ 
And I remember now at how late a date it w~ 
when I first read a review of any o! his books 
In prin t religious or secular, which did not hoW 
at least one sneer. • 
I t is almost the wllole tragedy of modem 
t imes, and certainly i t caused the greatest !ret 
in Chesterton's mind, that the whole modern 
tendency to concentration and oppression was 
our own fault .. It is the whole frantic truth that 
we have lost llberty because we were asleep a.nd 
did not value it enough, We, supremely 'have 
the sort of Government we deserve. ' 
. In the brllllant parable of Uncle Humphrey 
wh1ch Will be <;iealt with in its place, he chal~ 
lenged this supme state of mind. Our purpose 
here is to sketch in very broad outline the kind 
of wo~ld int'? which he was born, and in which 
with mcreasmg disgust and disapproval he lived 
and died. He sasw the things rounct him and 
he saw what was coming. As he said of w illiam 
Cobbett : "What he saw was the perishing of the 
wl1o!e English power of self-support, the growth 
of Cities tnat drain and dry up the count ryside 
the gr owth of dense dependent populations in: 
c~p,able of finding their own fOod. The toppling 
Ll!umph O'f machines over men, the sprawling 
ommpotence of financiers over patriots the 
herdmg Of humanity in nomadic masses .:Vhose 
very homes are homeless, the terrible necessity 
of peace and the Lerrible probability of war all 
th? loadin g up of our little Island like a sinking 
shiP, tJ:>..e wea lth that may mean famine, and the 
cu_Iture that may mean despair; the bread of 
M1das and the sword of Damocles. In a word. 
he saw what we see, but he saw it when it was 
not there. And some cannot see it even when 
it is there" (Cobbett: pp.14 & 15). 
Chesterton was born In 1874. more than a 
full generation after Cobbett died. Most of the 
interval was filled with the quiet consolidation of 
capitalism, and with the thunder of Charles 
Dickens. 
Nothing is clearer in that confused and 
obscure Victorian century than that many un-
known men t must have been fighting hard to 
delay the success of capitalism, and industrialism 
its monstrous child. Their names and their 
work will never be known now but let no one 
fa il to salute their shades. The'y 'fought against 
the hardest foe there is-they !ought the ten-
dency and fashion of their own time. Dickens, 
great though he wa.s, was also valued more 'for his 
style t han for his subject. The Debtors' Prison 
and t he Poor Law were destroyed; what caused 
and lay behind them-the spirit of greed in the 
h igh plaoes-thls remained and increased in 
stren gth. 
Nothing else but this hidden fight can 
explain the curious time-lag in the develooment 
of capitalism. Chesterton was born in 1874. I 
was born fourteen years Jailer. But the world of 
Dickens. rickety now, and burrowed into in a 
hundred places, was st ill t here. The strong types 
O'f the poor- the fetid slums-the universal small 
tradesmen-the craftsmen and small family 
businesses-all were still there. We saw the 
fag-end of the world Dickens saw. It has always 
seemed to me that the modem lack O'f interest 
• The same is true of Belloc. McNabb, and Gill, 
who will be mentioned irl their place. 
t I exclude here such known names as Ruskin 
::md Morris. 
in Dickens Is due to the fact that to young 
people Dickens' world is unreal. In this age of 
mass-produced minds, or rather of concealment 
of character, and shame to be of any t11pe a t all 
who coUld believe In Weller Gargery P inch and 
Quilp? ' ' 
But Chesterton, and anyone of my age has 
seen them. They are still there, please God 
with all the other types, buried deep under the 
rubble of combines, bureaucracy· and the films. 
When he was born, much or the pre-capitalist 
facade remained. The peasant had gone long 
ago. because the first c!!ipitalists- the first expon-
ents of that immoderate personal greed which 
is the very soul of capitalism-were the Lords 
and the Squires. But the tradesmen and even 
many of the rural and urban craftsmen: remained. 
The small Grocer, Draper Chemist and 
(later) Tailor, had largely d isappeared ' forty 
years later. The milk shop and the ea ting 
house were in like case. All these have been 
replaced a.lmost entirely by Big Business The 
Butcher, the Baker, the I ronmonger ·partly 
remain and partly are absorbed. The Green-
grocer remains a lmost alone in his original inde-
pendence, but he with the Tobacconist. has 
survived probably because Big Business derided 
to comer the profits at the wholesale stage. 
Wholesale vegetable and fruit markets and the 
big tobacco firms would go at a verv early stage 
O'f the Distrlbutist s tate. The craftsmen. as we 
au know. have gone almost entirely except in 
some happy fastnesses. Small ma>ufact.url•l'"' 
businesses will follow them if the present 
Bureaucracy has kept its cunn!n~. 
We older ones grew up with the formatio'' 
and st ranglehold of Trusts, of who!=€ comi11g it 
was almost impossible to convince the citizens 
J remember well t.he excitement abnpt n'P t"rn 
of the century, when we were told that. th-;, fl~t. 
President Roosevelt was attacking Trusts in 
America. It was almost impossbile to convince 
any Englishman that there was an equally acute 
danller over here. We should n ever put up with 
it. Th~ very notion w.e.s outrageous. 
Then everybody went comfortably to 11leep 
a~~:ain. When they awoke. after the war of 
1914-1918, the Trusts were in full control and 
career over here too. And then nearly every-
body said there was nothing to be done about !t. 
Chester ton put it admirably : "The world 
woke up verv late ; but that is not our fault 
That is the fault of all the fools who told us 
for twenty years that there could never be any 
Trusts; and are now tell1ntz us. eouallv wiselv. 
t.hat. t~e ·e C"" never be anything else" ·<outlin 
of Samty . p. 76). e 
Now the main point of a ll this is that capit-
alism doe-; not ooerate In a vncuum. I t does T1"t. 
create : it absorbs and st rikes down. It has 
never star ted in <>11 its historv. anything whirl"\ 
did not ruin and break the hearts of goOd men. 
All through its historv it has been so ruining 
and ·breaking. and our whole society. if we 
troubled to look, Is lit tered with the broken men 
whose onlv crime was to be mode<:t. in t.l"le!r livffi 
Both mv own father and mv wife's father wer~ 
so ruin~ and broken bv the beginning of thll 
Big Bus,ness attack on small conoerns ::>nd small 
~<hnns. The list could re extended many thousand-
fold. 
. I must. add here for the !'<Bke of t r nth . the 
cur1ous but not uncharacteristic point that. mv 
mother . who knew perfectly wel! whA.t. h ::~rl h flU-
pened. nerer hesitaood to buy goods of t.hl' 
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Combine which had killed my father. The fact 
would not be mentioned here but for the failure 
to connect cause and effect being so very wide-
spread. There must be many thousands m 
England and America whose fathers and grand-
lathers were rumed by 1dentlfiabl.e Comoines. 
How many of them use the power of boycott? 
It is some comfort to reflect that, since I attain-
ed the age ot reason, not a penny of mine has 
gone inoO that Combine's pocket~; , and very few 
into the pockets of any Combine. A felony is 
not subject Lo the statute of limitations, and aJl 
citizens, whether concerned personally or not, 
are bound by the Common Law to apprehend 
·the felon. 
Many other examples are possible. I confine 
myself here to one of current interest. At the 
moment of writing, the large commercialised 
farmers of Leioestershire, who specialise in milk 
in the true modern style, have given their 
support to such an enterprise. Leicestershire 
farmers nave managed very well with what 
water was given them by God and their own 
wells, all through a long and not unprosperous 
history. The magic industrial cry of "Piped 
Water" has been raised, as is usual by the usual 
disinterested parties. Some 4,000 ' acres af the 
lovely Manifold Valley in Staffordshire are to be 
requisitioned and turned into a reservoir for 
this purpose. All of it is good farm land, tilled 
by good, but smaller, farmers. At the moment 
of writing the result is not decided, but if the 
project is tlu·own out by our democrat ic Parlia-
ment, it will be aJmost for the first time on 
record. [It is of interest that this proposal WM> 
turned down by the House of Lords (not the 
Commons) on 13th May, 1946]. 
In the early years of the present centw·y 
the Tory P~rty was made up partly of men who 
owned a lot of land and wanted to keep it all, 
and partly of big financiers anct capitalists who 
also wanted to keep it all. 
The Liberal Party was made up of a smaller 
number of landowners and other financiers and 
capi taJists. who hact tbe relative intelligence to 
see that by spending a little of the public funds 
on the proletariat, they could gain what was 
mor~ valuable-a lot of power and control. No 
cne who reflected on the history of the Tories 
an<i the Whigs could have any doubt about this. 
The more respectable elements in both parties 
tended, and still tend, to be dragged at the cart-
tail of Big Business. The advent of the Labour 
Party has complicated the problem without 
changing it. 
Meanwhile, the face of the main problem 
was changing overnight. Industrialism was 
complicating and superseding plain capitalism. 
Logically, James Watt introducect industrialism 
with his steam engine. The essence of indus-
trialism is. as I have explained elsewhere, • the 
segregation oj unit characters in making things, 
so that responsibility is removed from the 
general work. But the progress of this new 
disease was remarkably slow. As my fri end 
George Maxwell has pointed out, the factory 
problem up to about the year 1914 was a problem 
of capitalism-the concentration of property so 
that it ceased to be a mark of the individual 
citizen. The workman himsel'f. though poor, 
dispossessed and bullied, was s till doin~; work. 
on the whole which was not positively disgrace-
ful in its incidence. This is necessarily a gener-
alisation. but is broadly true. 
• The Sun oj Justice. 
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After t he firSt World War, however, the 
problem tended to change. Although still diS-
possessed, the average workman ceased to suffer 
acute economic oppression. This was largely due 
to the tremendous wage struggles of the Trade 
Unions. For it remains generally true that 
capitalism, with a characteristic lack of intelli-
gence, conceded only those increases in wages 
which were forced from it. Critics of the Trade 
Unions should not forget this. The capitalist 
problem was joined by, and tended to be super 
seded in importance by, the industrialist prob-
lem. More and more, men were forced by the 
segregation of processes mto sub-human work 
untlt for men to perform. The Conveyor Belt 
is known to all. It is not by any means the 
whole story, for parts and componenls tended to 
tak-e on an equally sub-human character in 
manufacture. 
And segregation meant also that if all men 
remained without productive property, and most 
without responsibility, a relatively small minor-
ity, such as Toolmakers Draughtsmen and Works 
Managers, had an unfair degree of responsibility 
thrust upon them. 
Perhaps it is prudent here to point out that 
most df the Foundation Distributists were with . 
out first-hand contact with the processes of 
industrialism. Some of them, like Chesterton 
himself, had an instinctive appreciation of its 
vices, without venturing into unfamiliar detail~ . 
Others, such as, I regre t to say. Mr. Belloc. 
tended to discount this part of the problem 
because it was unfamili?J.' to them. The practice 
has been widely followed by inexperience(] critics. 
Such of their followers as claimed to speak from 
experience tended to be of that minori ty whom 
industrialism has not deprived of responsibili t~.r . 
Their reactions were conditioned by this circum-
stance.• 
Capitalist Industrialism, the new alliance 
and the new problem, forgot nothinP,', and learned 
nothing. The bulk of men in this country werr 
bulldozed by daily struggle, and by constant 
qrivertisem.ont into seeing life only in terms of 
wages and leisure. This suited the new million-
aires very well. It is a constant preoccupation 
of the Secret Rulers of these islands and of 
America to keep general attention off the point. 
It may be said, with more truth than exists 
in most generalisations, that in the minds of 
these Secret Rulers only one need of importance 
remains. At all costs the people must be pre-
vented from realising that the problem is solelv 
one of will. For it is very strictly true that 
although we have the sort of Government. we 
deserve, we could have any sort of Government 
we liked. The Rulers, with much cynicism and 
great success, have plaoed in our hands the 
right and the power to do whatever we want 
done. Hitherto we have never done it. 
It is never done. because the conviction of 
inevitability has been put over too . well. The 
doctrine of an inevitable progress, discredited 
as it should have been by the events of the last 
twenty-five years, is an important component in 
our servitude. Well may the Rulers, like Warren 
Hastings, stand astoniahed at their own moder-
ation. The success of this ramp will doubtless 
be a source of grea.t astonishment to later gener-
ations. 
In a world which has been thus briefly out-
lined, Chesterton grew up. His mind. like many 
• The names of Donkin and Cargill spring to 
the mind. 
great minds, was slow to mature. But by about 
1908 the fragments fell into pattern and he saw 
the new world for what it was. As he said of 
an operation by Bernard Shaw: "And then with 
the greatest placidity and precision he kicked it 
in the stomach."• 
After the disappearance of Cobbett and 
Dickens (that unconscious Distributist, as most 
Distributists were unconscious in those days) t 
the great fight of the Nineteenth Century de-
pended on what has proved to be a false anti-
thesis between capitalism and socialism. Chester-
ton called himself a socialist in his youth, as I 
did, and as many did who became Distributists 
later. This was not because any of us saw a 
real dawn of hope in the socialist thesis: but 
because at that time all generous minds were 
disgusted with capitalism; and socialism was the 
only revolt in sight. I want to insist that to be a 
socialist then was practicaJly a necessity for any 
generous mind, because it was a generous mind. 
This paucity of choice existed, It was re-
peated, later, when so many of our young people, 
between the wars, called themselves Communists. 
I feel sure that this was not so much because 
they reaJly embraCed Communism, as because, 
like the earlier generation, it seemect to be the 
only practical gesture of revolt. 
But with astonishing speed, capitalism, 
whose logical term was always Communism, 
began to adopt the arguments of its sptritua1 
end. 
Chesterton said in 1926: "The truth is that 
everybody has now abandoned the argument on 
which the whole of the ola capitalism was based: 
the argwnent that if men were left to bargain 
mdividually, the public would benefit automat-
ically. We have to find a new basis ctf some 
kind; and the ordinary conservatives are falling 
back on the Commun1st basis without knowing 
it. Now I respectfully decline to fall back on 
the Communist basis" (Outline oj Sanity, p. 26J. 
We are now clearly and obviously, at a stage 
where all the Parties are preaching Communism. 
Even the sole recent attempt to start something 
else-the Commonwealth Party-has adopted all 
the old stale cliches of State ownership and 
totalitarianism. Sir Francis Acland should know 
better because his kinsman, Col. B. D. Acland, 
had a series of articles propounding a modified 
Distributlsm in G.K.'s Weekly of 1926, and I had 
the privilege of pointing out where he was 
wrong. 
But the situation is now clear. There is 
now no a.J.ternative to Communism in any of the 
existing Parties. This is not a political review, 
but Distlibutism is now to be seen, as Chesterton 
and the rest of us saw it, as the only viable 
alternative to our present discontents. That is 
why it will have to be revived, and to become the 
obvious. as it has always been the logical, way 
• G eorge Bernard Shaw, p. 70. out from a society in which total war, unhappi 
t "If we are to save the oppressed we must have ness and oppression have become normal. To 
two apparently antagonistic emotions in us at this point we shall return. It must be made 
the same time. We must think the oppressed here, not only because Chesterton was one of the 
man intensely miserable, and at the same time first to see it, but because to appreciate and act 
intensely attractive and important. We must upon it is of the severest importance for the 
insist with violence upon his degradatlOn: we coming generation. 
must insist with the same violence upon his With this very brief and inadequate sketch, 
dignity" (Chesterton: Charles Dickens, p. 201). let us turn to the man. 
Chapter 3 
THE MAN 
Plus on est homme de genie, 
(I) 
I T is material to say that, like many another _ great man, Gilbert Chesterton'~ mind devel-
oped, I will not say slowly, but. dellberately. He 
did not read until the age of e1ght, but tJ:I~t, we 
may infer, was due not so .much to mab1llty as 
to a sub-conscious conviction that there were 
more important things to be observed m the 
world, before he began to digest the ideas of 
other men. He grew up in an age which was 
not only quite unaffected by any Catholic pnn-
ciple, but which was relatively unaffecte~ . by 
any sort of tradition, except for that survJVmg 
among the poor. The whole w~ight of intellec~ual 
opinion was based on the not10n of Progress . of 
Progress destructive of all older things and ideas 
in general; and only constructive m looking 
forward to wider and better markets. 
The firSt conviction that seemed to possess 
his mind was that society was made ~or man, 
and not as all the moderns were tellmg him, 
that rna~ was made for society. The natur~ of 
man, and its dominance ov~r every e':pedient 
and gadget. was probably hiS first soc1al con-
viction. 
In this lonely progression it .co~ld not be 
long before he realised thait the d1gmty of man 
demanded the dignity Cif God. For as we are 
now admitting reluctantly, nearly .half a century 
later human dignity and equallty depend on 
the existence of God, and on Hls delight in 
men of goodwill. 
plus on est homme (Leon Bloy) . 
This is quite clear from almost the firs t thmg 
he wrote. In The Wild Knight , published in 
1900 when he was 26, he said to an incredulous 
generation : 
Blind, startled fools-think you I know it not? 
Think you to teach me? Know~ not his.ways? 
Strange-visaged blunders, myst1c cruelties. 
All! All! I know Him, for I love Him. Go! 
So, with the wan waste grasses on my spear, 
I ride for ever, seeking after God. 
Chesterton's mind was severely realist, a 
fact which has been madequately appreciated 
because of the cloth of gold in which he dressed 
it. It was a step only from this severe realism 
to mysticism and it is of the utmost significance 
that this should have been the first thing he 
said. · 
The lonely mind proceeded, and it is not 
surprising that the next thing it grasped was the 
significance of laughter. His next important 
book published in 1904, was The Napoleon ot 
Notttng Hill. It is characteristic of his general 
reception that the main lesson ctf this book has 
been missed. In the beginning, we are given a 
picture full of colour, with the President of 
Nicaragua as its central figure. The old man. 
desiring to add his country's colours to t~ose of 
his impressive uniform, tears a yellow str1p from 
an advertisement for Colman's Mustard, and 
provides himself with c~imson ~Y stabbing ~is 
hand, and dyeing a str1p of h1s handkerchief 
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with his own blood. The memory .remains aos a 
joke in the mind of Auberon Quin, who, on 
bemg elect-xi King, enthuses with the principles 
of colours and arms the mind of Adam Wayne. 
On thiS the book is built, and it is of great 
significance that he should have elaborated so 
early his conviction that if a valid idea survives 
even as a mere joke, nothing can prevent itS 
lat.€r emergence in deadly earnest. 
All his early etrorts were thus to use colour 
and life to restore vigour to his dying country, 
and to an age which jested only by accident. 
The wonder of the wind, and the wonder af the 
mind of man, were his first weapons. 
The Biographer will have to take special 
note of his severe realism, and of the way in 
which, by questioning his surroundings and by 
applying to the ephemeral the test of 'perman-
ence, he arrived at the truth. The way in which 
his mind worked has also had inadequate atten-· 
tion. 'I11e Biographer will do well to remember 
that Chesterton had no Predecessors. He had 
the craftsman's care to be sure he said what 
was really his conclusion, and for the dignity of 
words, his medium. But nothing can be clearer 
than that style, as such, never concerned him. 
Nevertheless his mind was of so unprecedented a 
cast that he spoke as never man spoke before 
him. And up to the present, he has had no 
successors and no imitators. 
It is of some importance that we should try 
to understand how this mind worked; we cannot 
be sure we have it. but we can try. Many critics 
said, and they said it the more often as they 
were the more careless and superficial, that 
Chesterton spoke in paradox and in pun. It will 
be found by the Biographer that this is only 
nommally true, in inverse ratio moreover to 
the importance of what was being said. ' 
Mr. F. Y. Eccles has put it on record• that 
Chesterton had an intuitive mind. This seems 
to me a dangerous half-truth to utter about a 
mind based so obviously on reason. What seems 
to me to be beyond doubt is this. Nothing is 
more strikmg m Chesterton than his tendency 
to begm With something heard. read, or seen. 
Many of his greatest discussions begin by quoting 
or re'ferring to SOJ?ething said or spoken, often 
b¥ mmds of anythmg but firsklass calibre. That 
did not seem to matter. It seems quite clear 
that the intake into his mind of any idea, or 
even of any word. set up what in music is called 
a ~ries of ha1·monics. That is, his mind instantly 
reg1sterect any con-elated idea, or any word 
which meant or sounded the same, and of course 
the1r contranes. On this sometimes vast mass of 
material his reason then operated to form and 
express a conclusion. In all cases this process 
took place at a speoo very much higher than is 
the case with normal minds. When Cas was too 
often the case) he was ·in a hurry, the expressed 
1-esult would include. by reason of the persist-
ence of these harmonics, a paradox or a pun. 
The production of a pun, in the average minds 
of most of us. is a crude and elementary form 
of what took place in his. 
I do not remember ofT-hand, in all the vast 
mass of his writing, a case where even a hastily 
expre_ssect conclusion was not valid. But hasty 
cnticism, as our poet pointed out could not see 
the blacksmith for the sparks. ' 
I have no intention here af pursuing the 
hopeless task of trying to prove this contention. 
• Life (P. 146). 
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Like a well-known theorem, either you see it or 
you don't see it. It can only be stated and left 
to the consideration of others. But one or two 
cases at random may be given, as examples and 
not as proofs. 
In the Notebook o! early jottings, we are 
told*, he mentions "That great Empire upon 
which the Sun never sets. I allude to the 
Universe." What other mind would have l'ecOrd-
ed the great harmonic from a cant phrase about 
the British Empire to the Empire of God? 
Then in 1899 he said in a private lettert : 
"These. which man hath joined together, GOd 
shall most surely sunder." This is a good speci-
men of the association of opposites which comes 
difficultly· to more ordinary minds. 
I take early examples, because any reader 
can select later ones for himself. One such may 
be adduced in passing. In The Outline of Sanity 
he erects a large and jolly criticism of capitalism 
on the story of Robinson Crusoe and Man Friday. 
He concludes: "We can only say that Crusoe is 
now mdeed alone, and that Friday is unquestion-
ably unlucky." 
Nothing can be clearer than that Chesterton 
was quite unaware of this radical difference 
between the working of his mind and that af 
other men. His humility, which has been noted 
on many hands, IS all the more remarkable 
when it had to contend with what must have 
seemed to him wilful slowness or wilful blind-
ness. 'His charity in these circumstances was 
more remarkable still. Probably this explains 
why, when in haste, he left some arguments in 
a verbal condition which enabled the charges of 
addictiOn to paradox and punning to be made. 
They were sound if anyone spent a very brief 
amount of thought on them. He could not 
understand that it took the normal critic, not a 
fractiOn of a second, but a long time, to think 
them out, anct that the e!Tort was not always 
made. 
Chesterton himself said two things which 
tend to bear out the suggestion made here. In 
a lett:r. also of 1899, he sayst "That is not really 
a me1e aesthetic fancy . a chain of sentimental 
association-it is an actual instinctive elemental 
move_ment of the mind, performed automatically 
and mstantly." That is a conclusion after a 
discussion in which he mentions Dante Shakes-
peare, and Burns. · 
Much more significantly, because the ad-
mission is unconscious and therefore of devastat-
ing force, he said in a letter of 1901 § "I can keep 
ten poems and twenty theories in my head at 
once. But I can only think of one practical 
thing at a time." Those of us-that is, all of 
us-who find one poem or one theory quite as 
much as the mind will harbour at a time can 
only wonder and applaud. Of the fact there 
seems to be no doubt. · 
This quality in his mind was particularly 
valuable as against the chief modern trick in 
controversy. It falls into two parts· in one if 
there are twelve components to th~ statem~nt 
of the case, the two or three awkward ones are 
left out, and the unwary reader is apt to consider 
the case proved. Examples af this are common 
but may be found passim in such papers as The 
• Life (p. 64). 
t p. 99. 
t Life Cp. 100). 
* Life Cp. 130). 
Economist, where, by definition, not all the con-
siderations are taken Into account. 
The other part of the trick lies in stating a 
complete case, but choosing such !llustrations of 
what 1s to be discredited as to set up "harmonics" 
from the early or innate prejudices of the reader. 
Two examples at random may be given here. 
Mr. Stuart Chase published a. book-Men at 
Work* in the latter part of 1945. He states with 
reasonable fairness the problem raised by a 
mechanisation novel to mankind, until he comes 
to his central dilemma. This is stated as !ollows·r 
"Plan, or retreat to a handicraft culture 
like that of pre-war India or China. To my 
mind the choice is as simple as that." 
But why to Asiatic cultures? Why not to 
the culture of fifteenth century England, or, 
more pointed still, to the eighteenth century 
culture in the New England States? Either 
would be more to the point, but the writer evokes 
deliberately the sort of recoil he requires. 
And in The Observer of 30th December, 
1945, Mr. John Moore purports to review a book 
by H. J . Massingham. It is essential to his argu-
ment that both Massingham and Cobbett be 
represented as sentimental romantics. (He is 
safe from Cobbett at least). To achieve this. he 
says, "The girl-labourers Whom Cobbett saw 'as 
pale as ashes and as ragged as colts'." The very 
existence of such girl-labourers Is part af the 
essential attack of both Cobbett and Massing. 
ham. But the unreflecting reader has duly shied 
off. 
Most contemporaries loved Chesterton. A 
curious minority hated and abused him. Nobody 
who ever came under Chesterton's lash needed 
or wanted a second application. The minority 
acted so from the salutary thought that it might 
be their turn next. 
This reminds me that Chesterton had a few 
seemingly irritating tricks of style. One of the 
most obtrusive of these, especially after he began 
to dictate his articles, was the repeated But. It 
is not until one has tried to 1-eword without 
lengthening that one realises how much time 
and space were saved by the awkward repetition. 
A final suggestion is made with diffidence 
here. It is that the only mind whose quality CI 
exclude method) resembled Chesterton's was the 
mind of. St. Thomas Aquinas. Neither, for 
instance ever confined himself to the conven-
tional 11mits of the subject in hand. If the logic 
of a case took either from Biography into 
Theology, or from Philosophy into social facts, 
he just went. We find constantly in both what 
appear to the conventional to be jumps into 
stra.nge fields. As when St. Thomas, in the 
middle af a diScussion on Unbelief, enunciates 
an incomparable defence of the Family: "[the 
child) is enfolded in the care of its parents, 
which is like a spiritual womb"+ 
Now Chesterton wrote a book about St. 
Thomas but I am quite sure he did not read, 
much less study through the twenty-odd vol-
umes of the summa Theologia and the Contra 
Gentiles. But Etienne Gilson, who should know 
if anyone does. said of this book "I have been 
studying St. Thomas all my life, and I could 
never have written such a book."§ 
• Harcourt Pardoe & Co., New York. 
t p. 6. 
:t: Summa 2. 2, 10, 12. 
§ Ltte Cp. 525). 
The onig alternative to a thorough study 
seems to be that Chesterton recognised the same 
sort of mind. Deep called unto Deep, and that 
is as far as most of us can get towards under-
standing how one mind could understand St. 
Thomas without laborious and lengthy toll. 
I should not say that Chesterton's mind was 
complete until he was about 34. And really, if 
we consider his isolation and the trend of the 
world, that Is remarkable speed. But I should 
not say, either, that there was any real "develop-
ment" In his mind after about 1908. No one. I 
think, who followed him closely, saw any real 
change or development after Orthodoxy and 
The Man who was Thursday , 
His mind, af course. was more active than 
ever, and his attack was changing front con-
stantly against a changing world. But his mind 
was made up. The more it changed, the more 
it remained the same thing. 
Those of us who loved and followed him 
were satisfied for some fourteen years before he 
was received into the Church that his mind was 
Catholic in the sense of having digested fully 
the Catholic ethic. We were as sure before as 
after that we were reading the truth, incompar-
ably re-stated. No doubt it is true that after 
the searching change of 1922 he wrote on points 
he had formerly avoided, but that does not atre<-~ 
the argument. He forged his own sword, and 
'fought with it until he died. That it was the 
Sword of the Spirit throughout is not in ques-
tion.• 
(ll) 
Gilbert Chesterton did not honour me with 
his personal friendship, although I met and 
knew him quite well in the work which is des-
cribed later. I did not seek his friendship, 
knowing that his personal affairs were more 
than enough to fill his life. In this I followed 
instinctively the line taken by other men who, 
had they wished, could certainly have laid that 
flattering unction to their souls. All of us, 
including especially Chesterton himself, were 
occupied fully in a task : not to put over ideas 
initiated by him, but to serve an ethic greater 
than any of us. I remember, for Instance. Ches-
terton saying to me about 1928, "Ah, Mr. Rob-
bins, you have a great man at Birmingham. I 
wish we could get him to London." 
"You mean Kenrick, of course," I replied. 
"I'm afraid you never will." 
"In that case," said Chesterton, with h!s 
usuaJ. speed of conclusion, "In that case there Is 
only one remedy. I must go into the wilds of 
Birmingham-Mr. Kenrick, I presume." But 
both had their job to do. They never met. and 
never corresponded. The job was dominant. It 
is rather a pity that this reluctance to use 
Chesterton's time was not followed more gener-
ally. t 
He was held sometimes to be vague. but by 
people whose only test of accuracy was a date 
or reference to a White Paper. His mind had its 
own standards of certitude, and was too large 
to be bothered about references. Thev werf' for 
smaller men to deal with: as they ~id. . If he 
heard a labourer in a Pub complam b1tterly 
• Newman's Illative Sense (Grammar of Assent 
chapter IX) may interest the Biographer. Is 
this the classic case? 
t Cf also his mention of Kenrick in G .K.'s 
Weekly, 12th Oct., 1929. 
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(With a murmured chorus Of agreement) that 
the authorities were doing things to his children 
without his consent, then Chesterton had the 
best o! reasons for concluding that these things 
were actually happening. Dates ano. references 
were for other men. 
Mrs. Sheed accepts this criticism of her 
subject when sb.e says: "But it must be admitted 
that he was incredibly careless in investigating 
such incidents; and quite indifferent as to his 
own accuracy. • 
Not at all. Chesterton was rarely careless 
and never inaccurate. He had sources and proofs 
which were not those of the School Psychologist. 
Generally throughout his life, he was con-
sidered to be absent-minded. With more bitter-
ness than he usually showed, he insisted that it 
was not absence but presence of mind. And 
Indeed few men in history have kept so well and 
so constantly to the important issues of life. 
I suppose there was never a man who got 
such repeated, prolonged, ano. keen enjoyment 
out of jokes on his own size. He was an enor-
mous man, but as he was also six feet two inches 
in height, it was not at once that you noticed 
how much out of the ordinary he was. He 
appears never to have been weighed in his 
ma.ture years, on the characteristic ground that 
he would break any scales subjected to his 
weight. He could not have been less than 
280-lbs., and may have been more. 
Most of the quips were started by himself, 
a few by others; but the constancy of his laugh-
ter is one more proof of his real humility. Other-
wise. he must have had moods in which he 
thought of his dignity, but there is no record of 
this. I remember when there was discussion of 
a title for The League, he himself inclined to 
favour "The League of Little 'People." This 
would never have done: we owed something to 
him, tf he owed nothing to himself, and perhaps 
I killed the notion by pointing out that the 
President would become known, infallibly, as 
The Chief Chappie. 
But one of the most joyous of his own jibes 
was in the course of a long article in G.K.'s 
Weekly, analysing the qualities of various races 
as shown in the train notices warning passengers 
· not to allght while the train was in motion. If 
I am not mistaken, it is one of many that have 
not been reprinted. (Here is a rich mine for the 
Biographer). 
He begins by describing the wordy notice in 
German trains beginning "The out-leaning of 
the body from the window .. .'' Then via the 
curt French order "Ne pas se pencher au dehors," 
• LiTe (p. 264). 
he comes to the English "Wait till the train 
stops." "You can," he says, "obey this or not, 
as you prefer. You can ignore it as I did, and 
fell upon the platform at Wolverhampton 
station; to the permanent damage of that fine 
structure." 
There seems no doubt at all that he had a 
life-long love and devotion for his wife. as she 
for him. But it must have been a very poignant 
trial to him when she tried to make him dress 
conventionally in frock-coat and tall hat, as well 
as lace his boots and fasten his buttons. In the 
last, at least, she was unsucoesful to the eno. of 
his days, as I can personally testify. But Mrs. 
Sheed says (Life, p. 138) that Mrs. Chesterton 
"by a stroke of genius," made him tolerable by 
thinking of the wide hat and the unique cloak. 
There was a stroke of genius, certainly. But his 
outline when so clad was far too like one of his 
own drawings to have been anything but his 
own work. If he also convinced Mrs. Chesterton 
that sb.e had thought of it herself, so much the 
more clever of him. What is quite clear is that 
this great outline, once established and complete 
with sword-stick, had to be allowed to the end. 
His drawing achieved that success for him. "A 
man's friends like him, but they leave him as 
he is. A man's wife loves him, anct is always 
trying to change him." So he said. this absent.. 
minded man. All married men must be grateful 
that in this at least he got away with it. 
No doubt it is true that Chesterton in his 
home was a child, and we must always be grate-
ful that the child had someone to mother him. 
But it remains that this is not the best path 
from which to approach one of the greatest of 
the sons of men. We want the swordsman 
rather tha.n the child who never knew what 
those damn dots meant, and we are not fright-
fully amused that he was very likely indeect to 
let the cakoas burn. The Thunder of the Captains 
and the shouting is, if we may be forgiven the 
preference, more in our line. 
I have no right to develop the point here, 
but if anyone doubts that some at !east of his 
intimates shared my conviction, I invite him to 
read between the lines of what Mr. Belloc wrote 
on pages 134 and 135 of the Life. 
The man was so much the work, and the 
work the man, in all minds except those of his 
household, that it is difficult to draw a line. But 
having indicated, all too briefly, the line and 
methOd of his develQpment, we must· turn to his 
own conception of his work. and thence to how 
it was done, by himself and others. 
(TO BE CONTINUED) 
THE LUCAS REPORT 
THE Minister of Agriculture and the 
Secretary for Scotland set up in Decem-
ber, 1946, a Committee "to review the work-
ing of the Agricultural Marketing Acts." 
It has now reported, and its Report is 
published as Economic Series No. 48 
(H.M.S.O., 2j-). 
In order to understand what has hap-
pened, we must review briefly the position 
18 
prior to, and following immediately, the 
Agricultural Marketing Acts of 1931 and 
1933· 
English farming, under the influence of 
delirious money-making by capital invasion 
of distant resources, had been allowed by 
successive Governments to be ignored, 
strangled, starved to a degree whose wanton-
ness had to be witnessed to be believed. By 
l , 
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BURIAL OF PROFESSOR 
DOGSBODY 
suddenly realised that there was a snag in it. 
The removal of the snag is .still engaging the 
attention- of my tame theologians: That they 
have not got over it yet is no _· retleqion on 
lJlY dear old friend.'' -
Here His Inrolc:rance paused for sobs; 
. ','1 hOpe; I ho_Pe sincerely, th~ he may 
rest m peace. · Pnvatcly I doubt J.t, because 
he is known to have gone off after· even 
strangtr j!()ds. than mine,· but in public I must 
express tlie. sort of hope offered customarily · 
to the' eminent. · · 
. Per50naJ,ly, I ha\'e never allowed soW'ld 
&;lctrine to. interfere Whe.n a public figure or 
theory was 'fashionable, secute and sUCCessful, · 
That applies also t(). the Professor •. Let it be · . 
#,membered to the final ci'edit of both of us. 
· We are toJn~ him now in this gieat 
s~cophag\is . ... ~.his · rev~ · remafus,. 
the~ are m:be.  .with him; for reasons 
tliat are-heyc;®_· ~ a~ ~f many of the 
' heroideature$ of our time. · · · . 
. There ~ill -repose with hin1; for ever, not . 
only symbolic industrial lbachineS_. but nearly 
.all the-econOmic boQks eve.r printecL A1s4 by 
1 symbol are being buried .hde &be ~- i~es .. 
of a great ttlany Of .the Tdigious and secular · . 
papc:rs, symbolic professOrs from the-seminar· · · · ·• 
ies, ~hd .practically all the literattife of. t1le · · 
· .Qatbolic Soda! Guild. · 
